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Under the special political, economic and geographic circumstance of “one 
country two systems” and “Customs Frontier≠Country border”， “shuihuoke”is 
frequently focused by media and public opinion in recent years. Although it’s never 
been officially defined, yet it has become an important issue that cannot be avoided in 
public administration when exploring the relationship between the Shenzhen and 
Hong Kong. 
This paper is mainly divided into four parts. The first part endeavors to explain 
the causes and significance of “shuihuoke” basing upon the "invisible economy" 
theory and discusses the characteristics and harm of “shuihuoke" by “Laffer- Weckel 
Curve ". The second part is based on both historical facts and work experience, 
revealing the actual status of “shuihuoke” before and nowadays to better understand 
the composition and definition of this group. Work experience and actual case data are 
quoted in the third part to estimate the current measures of the Customs , and to put 
forward the Governance Dilemma. 
 The fourth part makes a comprehensive analysis of the former chapters, and 
endeavor to offer the path choice of “shuihuoke” governance. Take steps away from 
strengthening the supervision by simply raising manpower, and improves the publicity 
promotes the technology, gradually legalize “shuihuoke” behavior by imposing levies 
on their goods. Finally, by establishing of personal credit system, achieve the ultimate 
goal of social management refinement. 
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业，从深圳海关 2013 年的报告来看，内地“水货客”一度占比七成以上。 
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